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Preface
After seven years as mayor, I still have some difficulty in putting my
finger on precisely what is the genius of this remarkable city. One thing is for
certain, it has everything to do with the resiliency, determination, and
tolerance of the people who built it and cared for it over the past 125 years.
Those who went before us wove an intricate civic tapestry in durable colours,
in sometimes unpredictable patterns, using some pretty tough yarn. Aline
Gubbay's book goes a long way in explaining just how it all came about.
This book, like its subject matter, is constructed in a more complex way
than what would first meet the eye. Through subtle interweaving and
juxtaposition, Mrs Gubbay helps the reader understand that the stereotypical
Westmounter, so beloved of the media, is an artificial construct. We don't take
analysis too easily because we are a study in contrasts. We don't like things
too flash, and we do like things well done. We opt for both style and
substance. So Mrs Gubbay deftly limns our gentle history and modestly
allows the places, characters, and buildings speak to the reader directly. Her
carefully-chosen illustrations round out this delicate work of love.
We learn that those who went before us made sure their manifest
enthusiasm for tradition never blinded them to innovation. This happy blend
carries on: when we had to demolish the lawnbowling clubhouse two years
ago, we built a faithful replica...and stuck a huge electrical substation right
underneath!
From a synergetic jumble of roots, religions, and cultures came the
Westmount we love today. Enough differences to make us interesting;
enough sameness to make us whole. This is the story of Westmount's
proud builders, soldiers, scholars, merchants, church and temple-goers,
athletes, and, yes, even politicians. It's a good read.
Peter Trent
Mayor of Westmount

For
Eric,
Ariel, Maxwell, Joseph, Gabriel and Sarah

Foreword

Not only an honour and privilege to be asked by Aline Gubbay to contribute the
introduction to her excellent book, it also is an intriguing delight. Old journalists are not
always regarded as "serious" writers, fit enough to have had a hand, however small, in a
literary work.
A career as an ink-stained press person, however, can sometimes help make a
contribution where history is involved and of which one has some special knowledge as
the longtime local community weekly publisher and editor Tfie Westnioimt Examiner
and as a resident of these parts over a significant period of the area's story.
The work Mrs.Gubbay has done here is clearly a labour of love, which she
already has demonstrated as longtime president of the Westmount Historial Association.
She has shown imagination in the range of persons she has attracted as speakers at the
monthly WHA meetings. She has exercised this skill in getting informed persons to
relate, from anecdote and experience, their knowledge of earlier Westmount days. The
direct quotes which she has garnered for this book are proof for her readers of this talent.
Fortunately, Westmount has an uncommon number of seniors, and other citizens,
with uncommonly clear memory and capacity to relate well. It has been said that many
families miss out by not recording the recollections of their older members. Mrs.
Gubbay has, in a way, acted on such an opportunity to collect herein many significant
memories of members of the broader Westmount "family."
Thus, she has done us all a great service; anyone who cares about this
community's rich history should not only give themselves the pleasure of reading "A
View of Their Own" but keeping it in a convenient comer of their home Library as a
ready reference and a means of enlightening visitors, more often than not from less
fortunate places.

JohnW. Sancton
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